CONCLUSIONS: Partial muscle graft RPNIs transmit detectable EMG signals with a 75% success rate at 4 months. This proof of concept feasibility underscores the potential to develop and refine partial muscle graft-based interfaces to harness peripheral nerve signals for high-fidelity prosthetic control in amputees. While signal size remains favorable (i.e. 10-50 times larger than signals recorded directly from peripheral nerves), further studies are warranted for optimization of partial muscle graft regeneration and methods of signal acquisition.
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INTRODUCTION: Ultrasound assisted liposuction (UAL) is gaining popularity in plastic surgery for permitting easier fat harvest while minimizing trauma and blood loss. However, little has been studied concerning the quality of adipose derived stromal cells (ADSCs) obtained with this method. As the role of ADSCs in cell based therapies is growing dramatically, we studied the regenerative abilities of ADSCs harvested by traditional suction assisted liposuction (SAL) versus UAL.

METHODS: Paired lipoaspirate samples obtained via SAL and UAL from healthy patients were analyzed for their ADSCs yield via Fluorescent Assisted Cell Sorting (FACS) using an established progenitor surface marker profile (CD34+/CD31-CD45-). Cells sorted by this profile were then compared for their proliferation capacity using an MTT assay and were grown in culture for differentiation toward adipogenic and osteogenic lineages. Gene expression profiles were compared with qPCR. Cell staining was used to compare adipogenic and osteogenic markers. Tissue regenerative abilities were compared employing an established murine wound-healing model by adding 250k ADSCs obtained via SAL or UAL seeded on a hydrogel scaffold to the wounds controlled with hydrogel alone.

RESULTS: There was no significant differences in ADSC yield, viability or proliferation between UAL and SAL (p<.05) (Figure 1). Equal adipogenic differentiation capability was demonstrated on Oil Red O staining and by the lack of any significantly different expression of PPAR-gamma or LPL at Day 7 of differentiation (p>.05). Similarly, Alkaline Phosphatase and Alizarin Red staining demonstrated similar osteogenic differentiation capability that coincided with the non-significantly different expression of osteogenic markers Runx-2, Osteopontin and Osteocalcin (p>.05). There was a significantly accelerated rate of wound healing comparing each of the cell assisted groups versus hydrogel alone (p<.05) and no significant difference between SAL and UAL groups (p>.05) (Figure 2).
Figure 1. Representative FACS data of ADSC subpopulation.

Figure 2. In Vivo wound healing data.

CONCLUSIONS: UAL represents an equivalently viable way to obtain functional ADSCs for cell-based therapies as compared to traditional SAL.
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